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TIME FOR
AN AGILE
GOVERNMENT
Through the Use of Information Technology, Agile Development
is a viable and recommended alternative to the traditional
waterfall approach.
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THE ERA OF
EPIC FAILS
IS OVER
The intentions of public sector leaders to modernize
and make government operations more transparent
and efficient have been trampled not only by
limited budgets and aggressive timelines but also
by repeated project failures. This makes funding
agencies and stakeholders question whether these
projects are good investments to pursue and, if so,
how best to mitigate risks and protect taxpayer
dollars. Such struggling IT implementation initiatives
are represented in many different sectors including
health and human services, transportation, finance
and administration, tax, and defense. The nature
of the programs may be different but the underlying
systems development approaches have been the same.
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“THE ANNUAL COST OF FAILED U.S. GOVERNMENT IT
PROJECTS IS ESTIMATED TO BE AS HIGH AS U.S. $20 BILLION.”
- HENDERSHOT, 2015

20B

$

WASTED ON FAILED
PROJECTS IS A LOT
OF SCRATCH, RIGHT?

As a result, government leaders are rethinking
traditional system implementation methods and have
begun encouraging the use of agile development for
public-sector projects nationwide. Agile methodology
is an incremental and iterative development
methodology that allows the project team to respond
to changing requirements and solutions by offering
continual opportunities to evaluate and adjust the
direction of the project. The concept is not new. In
fact, Agile concepts have been used very successfully
in a wide range of industries, for example, in
manufacturing since the 1950s and in software
development since 2001. Agile methodology boasts
significantly lower development costs, on schedule
deployment, greater end user satisfaction, and an
increase in team productivity. The core components
include user-centered designs, swift delivery, multiple
iterations, flexibility, working product first and
foremost, and self-organizing teams. The benefits of
this approach have been proven in both the private
and public sectors, and are likely to increase the IT
implementation success rate across public agencies.
This discussion reveals the need for a change in the
IT project environment, explains how agile works and
why it fits government.
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WHY DO IT
PROJECTS FAIL IN
GOVERNMENT?
Among the numerous articles and reports discussing IT project failures, a wide array of reasons and
possible explanations for the phenomenon are posited. It is most pertinent to highlight the contributing
factors in order to point to a new approach to implementation that has a role in solving this expensive
inefficiency. Some of the most common cited factors include:
• Changing requirements
• Unclear scope
• Project too large in scope
• Significant glitches and malfunctions eventually revealed during testing
• Overly monolithic approach
• Poor planning
• Staff turnover
• Leadership that lacks the necessary experience to lead such projects
The “big bang” approach for migrating from a legacy system to a new one encapsulates many of the above
stated issues for why projects fail, including the enormous size and changing scope. It is a project that is
contracted with a broad scope and a plan that spans several years. In theory, this approach is to allow for
flexibility for large projects as the requirements become clear once the analysis phase begins. It also leaves
room for evolution of IT advancements during the years of implementation.
In reality, scope creep occurs and the multi-year implementation is ultimately not able to keep up with
the fast-paced progress of IT. Frequent direction shifts due to unclear scope primarily caused by evolving
government regulations create tremendous delays. This schedule breakdown increases the already high
cost of implementation and exacerbates the potential for the released system to be irrelevant.
A key factor to project breakdown is discovering system glitches and malfunctions during the testing
phase; the final phase of the development cycle. While the nature of testing is to confirm the technology
works, in many large government implementations, the errors are substantial and require significant rework.
The troubleshooting and fixing substantive errors perpetuates delays and require extensions on expensive
resource contracts for an often already behind schedule project, once again driving up costs without
much progress.

A key factor to project breakdown is discovering
system glitches and malfunctions during the testing
phase; the final phase of the development cycle.

ERA OF FAILED PROJECTS
It’s no secret that government IT projects are risky and
historically wrought with time consuming and costly failures.
According to The Standish Group 2013 report, from 2003 to
2012 only 6% of the federal IT projects with over 10 million
dollars of labor costs were successful. 52% of them were either
delayed, went over budget or did not meet user expectations.
The remaining 41% of the IT projects were abandoned or
restarted from scratch.
The prime example of a problem-stricken project was the
HealthCare.gov roll-out in 2013. The cost of building one part of
HealthCare.gov increased from $56 million to more than $209
million between September 2011 and February 2014. Expenses
for the associated data hub ballooned from $30 million to $85
million.
The alarming reality is that the HealthCare.gov project is just
one example among many.
OTHER EXAMPLES
The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) published a report,
“Assessment of Department of Defense Enterprise Resource
Planning Business Systems,” stating the Department of Defense
(DoD), as of December 2009, had invested over $5.8 billion
in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems with most of
these programs over budget, behind schedule, and not meeting
performance expectations (IDA, 2011). One of the costly
victims was the $1 billion U.S. Air Force ERP that was cancelled
in 2012.
The FBI scrapped their initial $170 million technology initiative,
Virtual Case File, after deployment due to the lack of user
capability and usability.
A state’s Tax Commission had to halt the automated tax system
project and file suit against the vendor just before deployment
for an alleged failed system.
Another state’s massive payroll project was identified in PC
World as the one of the “6 Worst IT Project Disasters of 2013”
(Kanaracus, 2013). The project cost $260 million over the
original project estimate of $130 million. It was halted until
further notice in 2013 with the state filing suit against the
vendor seeking compensation.
These are only a few of the most visible incidents of IT projects
gone wrong in government that resulted in substantial loss in
financial investment, years of planning, and ultimately public
trust and confidence.
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TRADITIONAL WATERFALL METHOD
The culmination of the identified factors in project impediments and failure is particularly
prevalent in the traditional way that government approaches IT implementation - that is
the waterfall method.

REQUIREMENTS

Product requirements document

DESIGN

Software architecture

This traditional and familiar style tends to be approachable because it appears to be
easier to understand, monitor, and procure for. It is organized into defined phases that
are dependent on one another for progress. While the waterfall method is organized
and comprehensive, it is also large, complex, and often slow, making course corrections
difficult and costly, and response times significant.

IMPLEMENTATION

Software

VERIFICATION

Unfortunately, this method also perpetrates cramming in too much scope early in the
project, bogging down the essentials later, making it difficult to deliver a working system
on time. Additionally, the model of slowly moving from phase to phase and testing only
at the end, inhibits teams from fixing issues early enough to reduce impact because of
the late discovery.

MAINTENANCE

PRIVATE SECTOR METHODOLOGY
THAT WORKS FOR GOVERNMENT
QUANTIFIABLE SUCCESS
• A comparison study (Rico, 2008) between agile and
traditional methods found agile projects rated significantly
higher.

20%
50%
91%
97%
400%

With annual costs of $76 billion and project failure rates
at nearly 50%, public agencies are incorporating a private
sector methodology that has shown proven success, and
is consistent with the goals and priorities of government
(Computerworld; GAO). Agile is more than just a new set
of skills and tools; it is a perspective and transformative
approach to project delivery and implementation. It
boasts substantial cost savings and delivery in a fraction
of the time by focusing on keeping code simple, testing
often, and delivering functional bits of the application as
soon as they are ready

more successful in the area of cost
more quality
more on schedule
more productive
greater satisfaction rate

• Organizational agility is responsible for 25% more
successfully completed projects.
• The Department of Defense reported an 87%
improvement in their time to market utilizing agile for
their Defense Medical Human Resources System internet.
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AGILE

MORE THAN JUST A
NEW SET OF TOOLS
The agile concept is not new. In fact, it dates back to the 1950’s with Toyota’s lean manufacturing.
However, it took hold as a viable method in the technology world in 2001, in particular with the
publication of the Agile Manifesto. The core values of the manifesto are simple:

INDIVIDUALS AND INTERACTIONS
over processes and tools
WORKING SOFTWARE
over comprehensive documentation
CUSTOMER COLLABORATION
over contract negotiation
RESPONDING TO CHANGE
over following a plan
AGILE
Variable scope
Fixed resources
Fixed time
Value driven

-VS-

TRADITIONAL
Fixed scope
Variable resources
Variable time
Plan driven

VS.

Agile promotes cross-team collaboration, business interaction contribution throughout
the process, adaptability, continuous improvement, and quick delivery. Rather than fixed
scope based on ambiguous design requirements and varying time and resources as seen
in the traditional waterfall methods, agile promotes a variable scope with fixed time and
resources. Contrary to traditional project management methodology and training, project
managers must expect variable scope in order to be effective in an agile environment.
This difference allows for pivots and adjustments to be made as issues are discovered
without disrupting the whole process, and also eliminates the need to wait until one phase
is entirely complete before shifting to the next phase.
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THE CASE FOR
GOING AGILE IN
GOVERNMENT
The Federal government has made a significant effort in adopting, promoting, and utilizing agile as they
modernize systems. In light of the costly mishaps that occurred in releasing HealthCare.gov, government
agencies have turned to this alternative method because of its modular and significantly reduced time-tovalue approach.
“To reduce the risk of such problems [incurred cost overruns and schedule delays while contributing
little to mission-related outcomes], the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) recommends modular
software delivery consistent with an approach known as Agile, which calls for producing software in
small, short increments” (GAO-12-681, 2012).
Government sponsored digital projects generally require significant design and development based on
complex business requirements, as well as the adaptability for future enhancements and compliance.
Because of this, these projects will benefit from agile approaches.

“THIS APPROACH – USED SUCCESSFULLY
IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND AT THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL… PROMISES
TO DELIVER BETTER TECHNOLOGY THAT
MEETS THE NEEDS OF USERS QUICKLY AND
FREQUENTLY.” – CADEPTTECH, 2016

VS.

As with any tool, a one-size-fits-all approach is a flawed strategy, and agile is no different. The actual
questions of its applicability are centered on understanding how to integrate this proven practice in
a relevant way, being mindful of what aspects of the methodology will work within the government’s
regulatory environment, governance structure, and bureaucracy. The Federal government has made
efforts in the last several years to cultivate an environment that welcomes agile practices and has
encouraged public agencies to prioritize them during procurement. To encourage effective utilization of
agile, they developed guides such as the TechFAR Handbook and the Digital Services Playbook. These
offer tangible and government applicable recommendations for incorporating agile development into
procurement and implementation while navigating regulations.
The TechFAR Handbook’s includes overall government goals of modular contracting and agile software
development.
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GOVERNMENT’S
MOVE TOWARD
ADOPTING AGILE
To help with these new initiatives, the General Services Administration (GSA) founded 18F, an office
inside GSA run like a startup, devoted to transforming government technology practices and assisting
agencies in creating successful solutions. As a major step toward bringing agile development and
procurement into government, 18F established a GSA Blanket Purchase Agreement in 2015 for vendors
who offer agile services and utilize an agile approach during development.
State governments, such as California, are following suit. California’s Health and Human Services Agency
(HHS), partnered with Department of Social Services (DSS), 18F, and Code for America to produce
a series of smaller agile style RFPs rather than a large “big bang” multi-year implementation. This
partnership plays a crucial role in overhauling California’s legacy Child Welfare System (CWS).
“The business-as-usual procurement for a new Child Welfare System would be risky...It would probably
be late, over budget, and lack functionality or optimal usability. These are the reasons why a new Child
Welfare System would be the candidate for a new modular, agile approach to delivering government
technology.” (Hon, 2015)

examples of successful government implementation using agile
GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Federal Bureau of
Investigation

PROJECT

Sentinel
(Case Management System)

DETAILS

• Successful release in 2012 that came under budget utilizing agile development.
• Project rescued from two previous failures that racked up nearly a billion dollars.

Department of Veterans Affairs Veterans Health Administration

Occupational Health
Record-Keeping System

Department of Defense—
Defense Information Systems Agency

Global Combat Support System
(Joint Effort)

• Successfully utilized agile to implement system over two increments.
• Achieved cost, schedule,
scope, and performance goals.
VS.
• Multiple increment releases utilizing agile practices.
• Agile enhanced participation of users which supported quicker releases.
• Achieved cost, schedule, scope, and performance goals.
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CONCLUSION

As government continues to focus on increasing
efficiency and transparency by updating their systems
and practices, agile development provides a proven
solution that reduces the rate of failed digital services
projects, drastically lowers costs, and addresses the
immediate and long-term usability needs of the enduser and general public.
FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES CANNOT CONTINUE THE STATUS QUO
OF THE BIG-BANG APPROACH IN TODAY’S PROGRESSIVE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT AND CONTINUED REFINEMENT OF
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE TO MEET EVOLVING NEEDS. PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
WILL CONTINUE TO ERODE UNTIL PROJECT STATISTICS REVERSE ITS
CURRENT 90+ PERCENTAGE FAILURE RATE AND BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN
LOST EXPENDITURES.
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Agile provides tangible benefits such as quicker
releases, lower costs, flexibility, reduction of risks, and
is a proven methodology used in the private sector
for decades that works well for public agencies. This
is already represented in government agile projects
nationwide. Like any transformation, there are gaps
of knowledge, learning curves, and traditional habits
that will emerge as potential obstacles; however, the
pay offs for moving in this direction are clear. Agile is
a critical part of the future of government.
We hope this discussion will initiate further
exploration of agile development and encourage more
widespread usage when seeking viable solutions
during procurement and project implementation.
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HUMAN

+
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=
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resourceful
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